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A noncommutative analog of the concept of Markov time is formulated, in 
association with a canonical Wiener process (P, Q) [4]. For such a Markov time !I’, 
the quantities PT(t) = P(t + T) - P(T), Q=(t) = Q(t + T) - Q(T) can be 
defined using spectral integrals with operator-valued integrands, and constitute 
a new canonical Wiener process (Pr , Qr), which is independent of the analog 
of the o-field of events generated by the process up to the Markov time. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4] quantum-mechanical analogs of Wiener processes were introduced, in 
which the role of a random variable was played by a canonical pair (p, q) of 
quantum mechanical momentum and position observables satisfying the Heisen- 
berg commutation relationpq - qp = --i. The processes of [4] were indexed by 
the unit interval [0, 11, but the definition can easily be generalized to an arbitrary 
indexing interval 9 for which the left end point is 0. Then a straightforward 
generalization of Theorem 1 of [4] establishes a correspondence between a cyclic 
canonical Wiener process (P, p) and an extremal universally invariant (in the 
sense of [7]) cyclic representation of the canonical commutation relations (U, V) 
over the real Hilbert space of real-valued functions square integrable on 1. 
A Markov time for a classical Wiener process 8 indexed by I&, is a non- 
negative random variable 7 such that for each h E [w>,, the event 7 ,( h lies in 
the u-field generated by the random variables E(“(t), t < h. The strong Markov 
property [2] is that if 7 is a Markov time then 
g(t) = qt + 7) - X(T) 
is again a Wiener process independent of the pre-r o-jeld, consisting of events A 
such that for all h 3 0, A n (T < 1) E F* where PA is the pre-h a-field, generated 
by (E(t), 0 < t < A}. Our purpose in this work is to construct an analog of the 
concept of Markov time associated with a canonical Wiener process for which a 
corresponding strong Markov property can be formulated. 
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In a noncommutative probability theory based on a von Neumann algebra N, 
a random variable is associated with a self-adjoint operator whose spectral 
projections belong to N, and the event that the random variable does not exceed 
X is represented by the corresponding element of the associated resolution of the 
identity. Thus it is natural to define a Markov time for the canonical process 
(P, Q) as a nonnegative self-adjoint operator T = l: h B(h) such that, for all 
XER,,, E(X) belongs to the “pre-A algebra,” the von Neumann algebra N,, 
generated by the spectral projections of the operators P(t), Q(t), t < A. 
The problem now arises of giving meaning to the elements P&t) = 
P(t + T) - P(T), Qr(t) = Q(t + T) - Q(T) which should constitute a new 
Wiener process (Pr , QT). Motivated by the functional calculus for a self-adjoint 
operator based on its spectral resolution, 
we essentially define P=(t) and Qr(t) as spectral integrals with operator-valued 
integrands, 
W) = Srn P(t + 4 - P(h)) dE(4, 
0 
(l-1) 
QT@) = lm C&P + 4 - Q(3) W4. 
In fact, to avoid domain complications our definition is in terms of the one- 
parameter unitary groups of which the elements P(t), Q(t), Pr(t), Qr(t) are 
infinitesimal generators, and it is formally equivalent to (1.1). 
The feasibility of this definition and the subsequent proof of the strong 
Markov property rest on two key properties. The first is that, formally, if 
T = sr X &(A) is a Markov time then for t, A, p E lf&, , p < A, the differences 
J’(t + A) - P(h) and Q(t + A> - Q(h) commute with E(p). The corresponding 
statement for P(t + A), P(h), Q(t + A), and Q(X) separately is not true and it 
seems that no coherent mathematical meaning can be given to integrals such as 
s m IJ(t + A) c%(X) and s m P(A) dE(X). 0 0 
We note that if Wis a unitary operator-valued function such that W(X) commutes 
with E(p) whenever p < A, then the integral jr W(X) &2(X) can be defined 
without difficulty as a strong limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums of form 
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provided that W is uniformly continuous. However, in our case the relevant 
operator-valued integrands are only strongly continuous, and to prove the 
existence and properties of the integrals we need to use a second property of 
canonical Wiener processes. 
This is that, for a cyclic process (P, Q), there exists a total set S of “factorizing 
vectors” having the property that for any two elements x and x’, (x, x’) # 0 and 
<ABx, ’> = <x, x’>-l <AX, x’Px, x’> 
whenever for some X E !R>, A E NA , and B E ,,N, the “post-h algebra” generated 
by the spectral projections of the operators P(t + A) - P(A), Q(t + A) - Q(X), 
t > 0. In the case of minimal variance a2 = 1, when the process is naturally 
realized in Fock space [4], these are the “exponential vectors” of [l, 63. In the 
general case, the existence of such vectors is deduced from the realization of the 
process in the tensor product of two copies of Fock space used in [3]. 
2. FACTORIZING VECTORS 
Let # be a unit vector in the Hilbert space h and let N be a von Neumann 
algebra of operators in h. For A E N, (AI/, #) is the expectation of A in the state 
4. We say that von Neumann subalgebras Nj , je J, of N are independent (in 
the state #) if, for distinct j, j’ E J, NY, C Ni (the cornmutant of N,), and for 
each finite subset {jr ,..., jn} C J and arbitrary A, E Nj, ,..., A,, E Nj, , 
By the von Neumann algebra generated by a set of possibly unbounded self- 
adjoint operators we mean the von Neumann algebra generated by their spectral 
projections (or equivalently by the elements of the one-parameter unitary 
groups of which they are the infinitesimal generators). We denote by {Ai : 
j E J}” the von Neumann algebra generated by the set of operators Ai , j E J. 
The statement [A, B] = -ic, where A, B are unbounded self-adjoint operators 
and c a possibly zero real number, means that the corresponding Weyl commuta- 
tion relation 
&i?AeiyB = e-i~~~eirBei~A 
(x, Y E w 
is satisfied by the one-parameter unitary groups of which A and B are the 
infinitesimal generators. 
Let 4 be a possibly infinite closed interval of which 0 is the left end point, 
and let u2 3 1. By a canonical Wiemr process over 4 with variance u2 we mean a 
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function t ++ (P(t), Q(t)) f rom 9 to pairs of self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert 
space h such that 
P(0) = Q(0) = 0, 
VW, f’(t)1 = [QN, Q(t)1 = 0, 
[P(s), Q(t)] = --i min{s, t}, 
together with a unit vector # in the state determined by which, for arbitrary 
disjoint subintervals A, = (a, , br],..., A, = (a, , b,] of 9 the canonical pairs 
(Pdl , q&.., (pd,, qd,), where 
pAj = (bj - aJ-““(P(bj) - P(Uj)), 44, = (h - W’“(Q@i) - Q(d), 
are independent (meaning that {p+ , qdl}” ,..., {pd, , qd,}” are independent von 
Neumann algebras) and identically normally distributred with mean zero and 
covariance matrix &“I2 (meaning [5] that 
(ei(wj+Y*A,)#, 4) = e-@/4)(2”+?A (x7 Y E w* 
When $ is understood, we refer to the canonical process (P, Q). We say that the 
process is cyclic if $ is a cyclic vector for the von Neumann algebra {P(t), Q(t); 
t E 9}“. By a straightforward modification of the argument given in [4] for the 
case when 3 is the unit interval, there is a one-one correspondence between 
cyclic canonical Wiener processes over Y with variance u2 and cyclic representa- 
tions of the canonical commutation relations (U, V) over the real Hilbert space 
9I of real-valued square-integrable functions on 4, for which the characteristic 
functional (f, g) - exp(-&<f, g>) W(f) W)lcr, #> is 
F&f, g) = W-t~2(llfl12 + II g II”)) 
(extremal universally invariant representations in the sense of [7]), given by 
eizott) = V(~lr~,~l), (2.1) 
where Ifo,tl is the indicator function of the interval [0, t]. 
Henceforth we take 9 to be half-line [wa,, and we assume that the canonical 
process (I’, Q) is cyclic. For X 3 0 we denote by !I& (resp. A%) the subspace of !X 
consisting of functions vanishing outside [0, A] (resp. outside [A, co)), by NA 
(resp. AN) (the pre- and post-h algebras, respectively) the von Neumann algebra 
{f’(t), Q(t), t < A}” (resp. {P(t + A) - P(h), Q(t + 4 - Q(h), t >, O>“>, ami by N 
the von Neumann algebra(P(t), Q(t), t >, 0}” g enerated by the process as a whole. 
Using the fact that the operators U(f), V(f),f~ ‘3, are strong limits of products 
of the operators eizPo), eiroo), x E R, t 2 0, it can be seen that N, N,, , and ,,N are 
generated by the operators U(f), V(f) with f E ‘3, f E ‘St,, and f E ,&R, respectively. 
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LEMMA 2.1. There exists a total set S of vectors in Ij, of which +b is a member, 
such that for any two elements x and x’, (x, x’) # 0 and for arbitrary A E N,, , 
BEAN, 
<ABx> x’> = (x, x7-l <Ax, x’> @x, x’>. (2.2) 
Proof. We consider first the case c 2 = 1 which we distinguish by the 
subscript. Thus [3] I& is Fock space over ‘$I, (Us , V,,) is the Fock represen- 
tation and $a the Fock vacuum. Then the required set S,, consists of the 
so-called exponential vectors [l, 61 (Exp f, f EL2(R2,)}. 
Corresponding to the direct sum decomposition 9I = ‘Si, @ ,$, Fock space 
6, decomposes into the tensor product l& @ ,Jjs of the Fock spaces over 91A 
and A% and in this decomposition Exp(f) factorizes as 
Expf = Expf, 0 EXP Af> 
where fA = f&,,Al and Af = fhdll. E ac h 1 e ement A of N,,, (resp. B of ,N,) 
is of form A, @ 1 (resp. 1 @ B,). Thus for f, g EL~(R~,,), using the fact that 
(Exp f, Exp g) = eU,g> # 0, 
CAB Expf, EXP g> = (4 0 Bl Expf, 0 Exp nf, Exp gh 0 Exp A 
= (4 Expf, 7 Expg,)<B, EXP Af, Exp ng> 
= (A Expf, Expg) . <B Expf, Expg) 
(Exp nf, Exp A <Expf, , Exp gl> 
= (A Expf, ExpgXB Expf, Expg) 
(Exp.6 EXP g> * 
Since I,&, = Exp 0 and the set of exponential vectors is total [6] the case a2 = 1 
is established. 
In the case o2 > 1, as in 131, we realize (G, V) using the tensor product of 
two copies of the Fock representation, as 
U(f) = U,(2-%f) @ V,(2-l'Wf), 
V(f) = v~(2-1'2cc~f) @ U,(-2-%f), 
(2.3) 
where ~a = $(a2 + u.-“) and I/J = I,& @ &, . We define S to be the set of all 
vectors of form x0 @ xi where both x,, and xh belong to the corresponding set S, 
for the Fock case. Let J be the isomorphism of 
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which maps a product vector of form x1 @ x2 @ x3 @ x4 onto x1 @ x3 @ x2 @ x4. 
For A E NA , B E ,JV, since iVA (resp. JV) is generated by the operators U(f), 
V(f), f~ ‘9JA (resp. f~ ,%), using (2.3) we can write 
JAJ-1 = A, @ 1, JB]-’ = 1 @B,, 
where A, and B, act in b, and ,JJ, respectively. Since for x = x0 @ xh E S, 
x0 = xon 0 Axo and xA = x6 0 AX; with X~A , xh E $,A and nxo p AX; E ho y we can 
write lx = xA 0 AX, where xA = xOA 0 XL E 5~ and AX = hxO 0 AX; E h. 
Similarly if X’ E S, Jx’ = xi @ a~’ with xi E $, , ,,x’ E *I$ But then, since 
(x, x’) # 0 by the corresponding property for So , 
<ABx, x’> = (4 0 B,Jx, Jx’> 
= (4 0 B,XA 0 nx, xi 0 Ax’> 
= (A,xA 9 xXB,,x, Ax’> 
< JA J-lJx, Jx’X JBJ-lJxTx, Jx’> = 
(,x7 ,xXx, 9 xl> 
= (Ax, x’)@x, x’> 
<Jx, Jx’) 
= (Ax, x’)@x, x’> . , 
<x, x’) 
The elements of S will be called factorizing vectors. 
3. MARKOV TIMES AND THE EXISTENCE OF OPERATOR-VALUED INTEGRALS 
A positive self-adjoint operator T having spectral resolution T = sr h dE(X) 
is a Murkov time for the canonical Wiener process (P, Q) if E(X) E NA for all 
x > 0. 
An operator-valued function on lJ$, h ~--f W(h) is adapted if W(h) E ,N for all 
x 2 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A F+ W(h) be a unitary operator-valued adapted function 
such that both h FF W(h) and X N W(h)* aye strongly continuous, and let T = 
J-T A dE(h) be a Markov time. Then the strong operator limit 
exists, where the inner limit is over partitions A = (0 = A, < A, < ... < A, = b} 
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of [0, b] as max(hi - Xi-,) -+ 0, and is a unitary operator denoted by sz W(h) dE(X) 
such that for arbitrary facto&&g vectors x and x’, 
(s,o W(h) dW)x, xl) = (x, x’>-’ $ ( WVx, x’> d<-W)x, x7. P-1) 
Moreover 
irn W(h)* dE(h) = (km W(h) d.E(h)) * (3.2) 
and if W’ is a second such function for which the product h H W(X) W’(h) is strongly 
continuous, then 
j-u W(A) W’(h) dE(X) = Irn W(h) dE(h) irn W’(h) dE(A) (3.3) 
0 0 
Proof. Let x E S; we prove that, for fixed b > 0, the limit 
lim C W(h)(-Wj) - WLINx, (3.4) 
j 
over partitions {0 = A, < A, < ... < An = b} as max(hj - A,-r) + 0 exists. By 
strong continuity of W, for arbitrary E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for A, 
p E [0, b] with / h - p I < 6, l/(W(h) - W(p))x I/ < E. Let A = (0 = A, < 
Al < .*. < A, = b}, M = (0 = p. < pr < ... < p,,, = b} be two partitions 
such that max(& - hi-r), max& - pk-r) < 6, and let (0 = v. < ... < V~ = b} 
be their union. For 1 = I,..., r let hjE (resp. pk,) be the smallest element of A 
(resp. M) not exceeded by vI so that 1 hjl - pk, 1 < 6. Then we have 
I/ 7 W(Xi)(E(hj) - E(h+l)lX - F whc)(E(Pk) - E(Pk-l))X 11’ 
= /I T (W(hjz) - W(Pk,))(E(VZ) - E(vZ-l))X I/ 
= /I F (oh) - h))(~(4~) - w(c~d)~ j/’ 
= 5: IIVW - w2-1N(w,,) - Wh>>xll” 
= II x IV2 T llmd - HWINX II2 llW(~,,) - WPkJ)X /I2 
G II x /l-2 c llcw - OX II2 c2 
1 
< c2. 
Hence the limit (3.4) exists. We denote it by xb, and prove that limb,= xb 
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exists. If b < b’, then, by approximating xa’ using partitions of which b is an 
element it is seen that 
xb’ - xb = lim 2 W(Aj)(E(hj) - E(hjml))X, 
where the limit is now over partitions {b = A,, < A1 < ... < A, = b’} of [b, b’] 
as max& - h,_r) -+ 0. Thus 
= lim C W(4) - WL)) W&)x II2 
= lim II x llw2 C II(W$) - Wj-dx II2 II WUx II2 
= lim C Il(-Wb) - E(hj-l))X II2 
which converges to zero as b’, 6 --f co. Thus limb,, xb exists, and we have shown 
that for x E S the limit x1 = limb,, limxj I&‘(hj)(E(hj-r))x exists. 
Let x’ be a second element of S with corresponding limit xi . We show that 
Indeed, 
(Xl 9 xi> = (x, x’>* (3.5) 
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Since E(b) converges strongly to the identity, for x E S we also have 
XI = $2 lip Wb,~x, 
where,forfl={O=X,<~,<...<h,=b), 
wtwl = 1 - -w + c W&)(E(Q - q&-l)). 
j 
Now 
+ www,) - WdV - WN 
+ www~) - J%-1)) wo,)*~ 
= 1 - -WI + c (q$) - -q&-l)) W(/\i) w(Aj>* 
= 1 - E(b) + ;: (E(h,) - E(h,-1)) 
= 1. 
A similar argument shows that @,AWb,A = 1 so that W,,, is unitary. Using (3.4) 
and (3.5) we thus have a net of unitary operators such that, for x E S and thus 
more generally for x belonging to the dense set of finite linear combinations of 
elements of S, Wa,,x converges, and x H lim W,,,x is isometric. Moreover, 
since W*: X H W(h)* satisfies the same hypotheses as UI’: h H W(X) and 
wbl)* = P”hA 3 W&X also converges and x t+ lim( Wb,,,)*x is also isometric. 
But from this it is easy to see that both nets converge strongly on the whole 
Hilbert space to limits which are unitary and are each other’s adjoints. Since 
c wwvj) - wLl>) = wtl,, - (1 - w4) 
j 
the existence of sr W(h) d,??(h) and also the relation (3.2) are proved. 
To verify (3.1), observe that for arbitrary x, X’ E S, using (3.2), 
(Lrn WC4 W8X, xf) = ;+m im lip C <W(Xj)(E(Aj) - WL))x, x’> 
9 
= ‘b-2 liy C <x7 x’>-VWx, ~‘>((~(hj)-E(hj-~))x, x’> 
j 
= (x, x’>-l sx;<V~)x, x’> WWX, x’>. 
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To verify (3.3), observe that for arbitrary x, x’ E Ij 
275 
= !i~ lim 
( 
C W’(Aj,)(E(hj,) - E(A,,-,))x, 
5’ 
The conclusion now follows from (3.2). i 
4. EXISTENCE OF (Pr,Qr) 
For fixed x E IF!, t 2 0 we define the unitary operator-valued functions on IL!~,, 
F,,,(h) = eisP(t+A)e--irP(A), G,,,(h) = ei"Q't+Ne-i"Q'N. 
It is clear that F,,, and G,,, are adapted. 
THEOREM 4.1. The functions F,,, , G,,, and their aqoints are strongly con- 
tinuous, so that, if T = Jr h dE(X) is a Markov time, 
I m F,,,(h) d-W), 0 la G&9 W4 0 
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exist. Moreover, for fixed t E I&, 
are strongly continuous one-parameter unitary groups. Setting 
s 
a) F,,,(h) dE(A) = ef’pT(t), 
0 
jw G.&h) dE(x) = ei”Qrtt), 
0 
the in$nitesimal generators satisfy the relations 
PdO) = QT@) = 0, (4.1) 
F’ds)> f’dt)l = [Q&h Q&)1 = 0, (4.2) 
[Pr(s), Q=(t)] = --i min{s, t}. (4.3) 
Proof. We prove first that, for fixed t E Iw>, , the function R x I$, 3 
(x, A) t+F,,,(h) is strongly continuous. It is sufficient to show that (x, t) F+ 
F,,,(h)x is continuous for x in the total set of vectors of form U(f) V(g)+, f, 
g E %. Using (3.1) together with the commutation relations 
U(h) U(k) = U(h + h), U(h) V(g) = eich*g> V(g) U(h), 
we have 
Il(F36,t(4 -F&4) U(f) ww II2 
= II(w4M+Al) - U(YkJ+,IN Vf 1 WlG- II2 
= 2 - (~w(A.t+Al) U(f 1 wh4 ~(YkL.t+ul) w> JwJf9 - cc* 
= 2 - w-69 UW(A,,,Al - YhL,t+LLI) Wh #> - c*c* 
= 2 - ei<z’(~~~+~l--y’~~~~+~l’g’~~(*~~~ t+Aj - yjc, t+uj , 0) - c.c. 
= 31 - CO~(<X~(,,,+,l - yL.t+d , g>) exp(-h2 II %.~+AI - ~~~t+d II”>. 
The required continuity follows from the continuity in % of (x, A) -+ ~lu~+~l .
It follows in particular that for fixed x and t, h ++F,,,(h) is strongly continuous. 
The strong continuity of G,,, is proved similarly, while that of the adjoints 
follows from the fact that FXt = F-,, , G$ = G-,,t . Thus 
s m F, t d&V, 0 j-= G.,(8 dE(4 0 
exist. 
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Now let x, x’ be factorizing vectors. Then by (3.7) we have 
(Jy Fz.44 dW)x, XQ =(x7 x’>-’ sorn <F,,t(4X, x’> K-w)X, x’>. 
In particular, for fixed t, the function x H (lr F,,,(X) &(X)x, x’) is a partial 
integral of a jointly continuous function, hence it is measurable. Since S is 
total the latter conclusion holds for arbitrary x, X’ E S, that is, x t+ srF&) 
B(X) is weakly measurable. 
That this is a one-parameter group follows from the corresponding property 
of x ++F,,,(h) for fixed t and A, together with (3.3). Since a weakly measurable 
one-parameter unitary group is strongly continuous, we conclude that x -F,,,(h) 
is a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group, and we may write 
f a2 F,*,(X) dE(X) = eizPr(t) 0 
for some self-adjoint operator P, . Similarly x ti sr G,,,(h) &?(A) is a strongly 
continuous one-parameter unitary group, so we may write 
I m G,,,(X) dE(A) = eirortt). 0 
To verify that (PT , Qr) satisfies (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) observe first that F,,,(h) = 
ei”P(Qe-izP@) = 1, whence, for all x E R, 
e 
iccP~(O) = 
I 
m F,,,(h) dE(h) = 1 
0 
and so PT(0) = 0. Similarly Qr(O) = 0. For X, y E R and s, t E Rae we have, 
using (3.3) 
eizPl.MeiYOr(t) _ - 
s m ~tz,.@) G,.O) WV 0 
= lrn u(xx(~s+d V(Yx(~.t+nd dE@) 
0 
= lm ei’xx~~~a+~~~YX~~~t+Al’V(y~~l\,t+A~) U(xxc,,s+Al dE(X) 
0 
= eizvmin{r,t)eiu07(t)eirPT(s) 
showing that [P,(s), ST(t)] = - i minis, t) in the sense of the corresponding 
Weyl relation. That [P*(s), PT(t)] = [Q=(s), Qr(t)] = 0 is proved similarIy. 1 
!w34/2-8 
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From the relations 
eirPy(t) _ 
-1 
a3 eis(P(t+A)-PLN &qq, 
0 
eixQ,(t) _ - 
s 
m eirm+nk?(A)) &(h) 
0 
we may obtain the formal expressions 
P&t) = Srn (P(t + A) - P(h)) dE(h) = P(t + T) - P(T), 
0 
Qdt) = $ (Q(t + 4 - Q(4) d-W = Q(t + T) - Q(T) 
by differentiating with respect to x under the integral sign, and setting x = 0. 
5. THE STRONG MARKOV PROPERTY 
We define the post-T algebra .,.N to be the von Neumann algebra generated 
by P&t), Q=(t), t 2 0, and the pre-T algebra NT to be the set of operators A E N 
satisfying 
AE(X) = E(X) A E NA (5.1) 
for all h > 0. It is clear that NT is a von Neumann algebra and the lattice of 
projections in NT is the canonical analog of the pre-7 u-field of a Markov time S- 
for a classical Wiener process. The strong Markov property for (P, Q) is the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. The von Neumann algebras NT and =N are independent and 
(PT , Qr) is a canonical Wiener process over [0, 00) with variance u2. 
Proof. Let A E NT and let h H W(h) b e a unitary operator-valued adapted 
function such that both At-t W(X) and A++ W*(h) are strongly continuous. 
Then we have, for arbitrary 6 > 0 and an arbitrary partition (0 = A, < 
A1 < ... < A,, = b}, using the defining property (5.1) of NT 
hence 
A c ~Gv(~(~,) - Jw,-1)) = c W(Aj)(E@j) - E(Aj&4. (5.2) 
i j 
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Also, using (2.2) 
that is, 
Passing to the limit as max(X$ - h,-J --+ 0 and as b -+ 00, we obtain from (5.2) 
that A commutes with sr W(X) dE(h) and from (5.3) that 
The former observation, together with the fact that TN is generated by integrals 
of adapted functions, shows that A E rN and hence that NT C JV. 
Now let d, = (ur , b,] ,..., A, = (a,, b,] be disjoint finite subintervals of 
[0, co) and set 
PT,Aj = Cbj - uj>-“2(pT(bj> - pT(aj))9 
CZT,A~ = (4 - W’“(Q,(~j) - Q&4). 
We prove that, for arbitrary A E NT and x1 , yr ,..., x, , y,, E R, 
We write 
= <A+, 4) fi exp(--tu”(xj” + yi”)). 
5=1 
exp 
( 
i f WT,A + Y&J > 
54 1 
(5.5) 
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where d,(A) = (ai + A, b, + A] and, for A = (a, b], 
p, = (b - a)-‘/“(P(b) - P(a)), qA = (b - V’“(Q(4 - Q(a)). 
Using (5.4), we then have 
T.Aj + %qTsAj)) h 4) 
zz 
J( ( 
O” exP i i 6%‘PAj(~) + %qAior,) h $) (I(~-%%, 4). (5.6: 
0 j=l 
Since the intervals d,(A), i = l,..., n, are disjoint, the canonical pairs (p,,(,, , 
qA,(h)),j = 1,-, 72, are independent and identically normally distributed. Hence, 
for all A, 
Substituting this into (5.6) and noting that jr d(AE(X)#, $I) = (A#, $I) 
establishes (5.5). 
Taking A to be the identity operator in (5.5) gives 
( ( 
exp i i (%pT.Aj + ydT,A,)) h #) = fi exp(-i~2(xi2 + yi”>); 
i=l j=l 
in particular, taking all but one of the pairs (xi , rj) to be (0, 0), 
(exp(~(%pT,Aj + %qT.Aj)h #> = exd-iu2(xi2 + %“>I (5.7) 
and so generally 
(5.7) shows that each pair (pT,,, , qr,d,) is normally distributed with mean zero 
and covariance matrix &rz12 , and the factorization (5.8) of the joint characteristic 
function shows that the pairs (P~,~, , qT,A,), i = I,..., 71, are independent. This 
completes the proof that (I’, , Qr) is a canonical Wiener process over [0, co) 
with variance 02. 
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To prove that NT and TN are independent we observe that TN comprises 
strong limits of finite linear combinations of operators of the form 
exP i i (%PT.d, + YdT.Al) 9 
i=l 
and hence from (5.5) 
for arbitrary A E NT , B E TN. 1 
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